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Abstract. The impact of fishbone oscillations onto a confined fast ion population
is simulated for a JET plasma and benchmarked against experiment quantitatively
with the help of neutron rate measurements. The transient drops in volume integrated
neutron emission are found to be mainly caused by the spatial redistribution of the
(neutral beam injected) fast ion population confined in the plasma rather than by
fast ion loss. The simulations yield a quadratic dependence of the neutron drop
on the fishbone amplitude.
It is found that the simulations are able to correctly
reproduce the magnitude of the experimentally observed drop in volume integrated
neutron emission to within a factor 2. Furthermore, frequency chirping is found to
be important. Omitting the fishbone frequency chirp in the simulations reduces the
magnitude of the neutron rate drop (and hence fast ion redistribution) to about half
its original value.
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1. Introduction
MHD instabilities driven unstable in the presence of a fast (i.e. suprathermal) ion
population may, at sufficiently high amplitude, lead to unacceptably high fast ion
transport in ITER and other burning plasma experiments (with consequences to the
plasma performance or the first wall integrity [1, 2]). While a number of mechanisms
for accelerated transport of fast ions in the presence of a perturbation field have
been identified and are well established theoretically, there have been relatively few
quantitative comparisons of experimental measurements with theory. For the case
of Alfven Eigenmodes (AEs) [3–6], quantitative comparisons between the measured
fluctuation levels and the expected transport were first presented in [7, 8] and more
recently and with state of the the art diagnostics in [9]. In all three cases it was
found that calculations with measured mode amplitudes significantly underestimate
the observed fast ion transport and that a reasonable match was only reached after
increasing the mode amplitude artificially by an order of magnitude. Recently, it was
found that the discrepancy in [8] could be explained by the non-linear generation of
an n = 0 harmonic of the TAE perturbation [10], while the discrepancy in [9] was
found to stem from the omission of the electrostatic potential associated with the AE
magnetic perturbation [11, 12]. After inclusion of this effect a satisfactory agreement
with experiment could be obtained. Here we try to make an analogous quantitative
assessment for a different type of fast ion driven instability, the fishbone oscillation. First
identified and studied in detail on PDX and PBX [13–18], and subsequently reported
on many other tokamaks (including JET [19–21]), it is widely accepted that this type
of oscillation is excited through the resonant interaction of a fast ion population in the
plasma with the internal kink mode [22,23]. The reference quantity used here to compare
the theoretically predicted amount of fast ion transport against experiment will be the
drop in 2.5 MeV neutron emission (from D-D fusion reactions) induced by the fishbone.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a brief characterisation of the
discharge to be analysed and the overall simulation strategy. The outcome of these
simulations and most importantly its benchmarking against the experimental neutron
measurements is described in section 3. In the final section conclusions are drawn.
2. Experimental observations and simulation setup
To carry out this assessment JET discharge 69100 has been chosen. This is a well
diagnosed discharge that has been previously documented for the study of fishbonerelated fast ion losses with a scintillator probe detector [24, 25]. The main discharge
characteristics and experimental findings are repeated below for convenience, for further
details the reader is referred to [24].
Discharge 69100 is an ELMy H-mode discharge with conventional (fully relaxed) qprofile. During its flat top the discharge parameters are as follows: B = 2.7 T, Ip = 1.2
MA, edge safety factor q95 ∼ 6.5, normalised beta βN = 2.6, poloidal beta βpol = 1.8,
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Figure 1. (a) Time traces for neutral beam and ICRH heating in discharge 69100. The
yellow box marks the time interval in which fishbones are present. All fishbones used
in this paper occur in the time interval 59.57-62.30s (shaded area). (b) Time window
of discharge 69100 showing magnetic fluctuations picked up by a Mirnov coil (top),
neutron emission from the plasma measured by one of the fission chambers (middle)
and time evolution of the central plasma density (inside the q = 1 rational surface at
a normalised poloidal flux coordinate ψ = 0.01) (bottom). The latter signal has been
obtained from Abel inversion of Far Infrared (FIR) Interferometry signals.

Greenwald fraction ne /nGW = 0.77, triangularity δ ∼ 0.4. The plasma is composed
of 95 percent deuterium and 5 percent hydrogen (inferred from visible spectroscopy
measurements at the plasma boundary). The auxiliary heating (figure 1a) consists of
15 MW of co-NBI (deuterium, max. 130 keV injection energy) and 6 MW of coupled
ICRH (42 MHz, giving for the hydrogen minority a central resonance position 28 cm
inboard of the magnetic axis). The neutral particle analyser (NPA) and gamma-ray
spectrometer diagnostics show negligible second harmonic deuterium acceleration, which
is in agreement with both PION [26] and SELFO [27] simulations.
The MHD activity in this pulse is composed of fishbones and sawteeth in the plasma
core, and small ELMs at the plasma boundary. The time interval where fishbones occur
is highlighted in figure 1a. The fishbones themselves are driven unstable by the fast
neutral beam injected deuterons and not by the RF accelerated protons, as the fishbone
activity was equally seen in a separate RF-free reference discharge [24]. Also, in discharge
69100 the fishbone activity starts 400 ms before the ICRF heating is switched on and
disappears following the ramp down in neutral beam power, well before the ICRH is
switched off (the last fishbone is observed at t = 23.92 s, whereas the ICRH power flat
top lasts until 24.10 s).
Of the three 235 U fission chambers that are routinely used on JET to measure the
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neutron emission from the plasma, one is connected to a fast logarithmic ADC (250 kHz
sampling). Once linearised (neglecting the bleed current from the detector), smoothed
and cross-calibrated against the slower neutron signal from the three fission chambers,
this signal is shown in figure 1b for a time window with fishbones. Temporary drops in
neutron emission of mild amplitude (few percent) are visible which are clearly correlated
with the fishbone bursts and whose reproduction in simulations will be attempted
here. In this discharge the neutron production is dominated by the beam contribution
(according to TRANSP [28], 95% of the neutrons originate from either beam-target or
beam-beam reactions, whereas the RF accelerated protons do not directly contribute
to the neutron rate), hence the neutron emission drop must originate from a partial
redistribution and/or loss of the NBI slowing down distribution.
To determine whether the measured fishbone activity can explain the observed fast-ion
transport (drop in neutron emission), a fast ion distribution has been followed in the
Hamiltonian guiding centre code HAGIS [29, 30] (release 10.06) using a time dependent
3-D magnetic configuration. This configuration has been constructed by superimposing
the perturbation field of an internal kink mode (whose radial eigenfunction is a good
approximation for the fishbone) to the axisymmetric equilibrium constructed by EFIT
(where the q = 1 rational surface position has been validated with sawtooth inversion
radius measurements [31]). Here, the radial eigenfunctions are computed by the linear
MHD code MISHKA-1 [32], which solves the ideal incompressible MHD equations. To
reproduce a typical fishbone cycle, the obtained eigenfunctions are scaled with a time
dependent amplitude and frequency that match the experimentally observed values,
using the same procedure as in [24,25]. The amplitude is specified through a third order
polynomial as follows. For t ≤ tsat :
t2
A(t)
= 3 (3tsat − 2t)
Asat
tsat

(1)

whereas for tsat < t ≤ tperiod :
A(t)
[3 (tperiod − tsat ) − 2 (tperiod − t)]
= (tperiod − t)2
Asat
(tperiod − tsat )3

(2)

where A ≡ δ B̃r /B0 is the radial perturbation amplitude (normalised to the magnetic
field on axis), tsat is the time at which the maximum fishbone amplitude, Asat , is
reached, and tperiod is the total duration of the fishbone. The waveform appearance
is illustrated in figure 2. In what concerns the wave frequency, it decreases linearly
in time over the fishbone period. Hence, for each fishbone there are four parameters
to be linked to experiment: (i) the saturation amplitude Asat , (ii) the duration tperiod ,
(iii) the initial wave frequency value and (iv) the rate at which the wave frequency
decreases. (ii) and (iv) were inferred from magnetic fluctuation measurements and were
taken to be 11 ms and −0.454 · 106 Hz/s, respectively. (iii) was inferred from magnetic
fluctuation measurements and CXRS measurements near the q = 1 rational surface
(needed to substract the rotation frequency of the background plasma) and determined
to be 7 kHz. (i) was obtained by matching magnetic flux surface displacements
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Figure 2. (a) Radial profiles of the electrostatic potential of the n = 1 internal
kink perturbation, computed by MISHKA for pulse 69100. The radial coordinate s is
the square root of the poloidal magnetic flux. In the legend, −2 ≤ m ≤ 4 denotes the
poloidal harmonic.(b) Waveform of the n = 1 kink amplitude used in HAGIS, including
the definitions of the quantities tsat , tperiod and Asat . A ≡ δ B̃r /B0 is the perturbed
radial magnetic field normalised to the magnetic field on axis.

inside q = 1 (visualized through Poincare plots of magnetic field lines in the 3-D
perturbed equilibrium) to electron temperature profile displacements at the time of
maximum fishbone amplitude measured with an array of ECE radiometers. The electron
temperature profile displacements are in turn obtained using the expression
δTe
(3)
ξ=
|∇Te |
which neglects plasma compressibility [33]. Asat is the only quantity that was found to
vary more strongly from fishbone to fishbone and hence a scan was performed to cover
the full range of observed values (2.5 · 10−3 - 1.5 · 10−2 ).
The initial beam ion distribution to be followed in HAGIS was computed by the
guiding centre following Monte Carlo code ASCOT [34] with neo-classical fast ion
transport. This pre-fishbone distribution was taken to be the stationary NBI slowing
down distribution for the flat top phase of discharge 69100, i.e. it is assumed that after
a fishbone burst the fast ion distribution is able to fully recover before the next fishbone
is triggered. The ensemble was composed of 635.000 markers with variable weights,
representing a total population of 1.04 · 1020 fast deuterons. Sliced in radial intervals,
its dependency on the orbit-invariants energy and Λ = µm B0 /E = B0 (1 − cos2 ϑp )/B
(where µm is the magnetic moment, B0 is the magnetic field on axis, E is the energy,
and ϑp is the pitch angle) is depicted in figures 3a and b, respectively. In figure 3a,
the two main ”steps” are due to the fact that some of the beam sources were injecting
at energies 110-130 keV while others were injecting at 71-76 keV. On the outermost
curve (0.8 < s < 1) two smaller steps are visible which correspond to the half energy
fractions of those two groups. These are no longer visible when moving deeper into the
plasma due to the limited beam penetration depth at lower energies. For computational
reasons, slowing down ions were not followed down all the way to thermalisation (where
they effectively no longer contribute to the neutron rate), which is why the distribution
function is seen to decrease at low energies. Although all neutral beam sources are
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Figure 3. Steady-state slowing down distribution of neutral beam injected fast ions
computed by ASCOT for discharge 69100 (a) as a function p
of energy and (b) as
ψpol (r)/ψpol (a). (c)
a function of Λ (see text), sliced in radial intervals of s =
Corresponding neutron emission predicted by ASCOT for that distribution together
with the experimental measurement.

co-injected into the plasma, a non-negligible fraction of the fast ion population ends up
on counter-passing orbits through pitch angle scattering. Ignoring exotic orbit types,
the orbit mix is found to be as follows: 48.2 % of fast ions are co-passing, 33.9 % are
trapped, 17.8 % are counter-passing.
Figure 3c shows the resulting steady-state neutron rate which ASCOT predicts for
this distribution, together with the experimentally measured neutron signal. Both are
consistent with each other so the ASCOT distribution clearly is in the right ballpark.
Note that the two do not necessarily have to agree, as ASCOT does not know about
MHD modes in the plasma. The fact that they do agree nonetheless suggests that in
this discharge the impact of fishbones is only transient, in other words, the classically
predicted fast ion distribution is recovered prior to the next fishbone (thus supporting
the above assumption). At the same time it is worth emphasizing that in this work
we are mainly interested in relative changes to the neutron emission, rather than in
its absolute value, so for our purposes an absolute agreement between the two is not
essential.
This completes the description of the simulation setup. In the next section, the results
from the fishbone simulations will be presented and the resulting neutron rate will be
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Figure 4. (a) Radial profiles of the absolute fast ion density before and after a fishbone
(top row) and the relative change between the two (bottom row) for various fishbone
amplitudes (from left to right: Asat = 2.5 · 10−3 , 5.0 · 10−3 , 1.0 · 10−2 , 1.25 · 10−2). The
dashed line marks the position of the q = 1 rational surface. (b) Three randomly picked
examples of dynamic orbit behaviour in the presence of a fishbone with Asat = 1.0·10−2,
where the overlaid black line indicates the fishbone amplitude throughout the cycle.
The left and right hand side plots show a co-passing ion orbit, of which only the latter
one enters into resonance with the fishbone field and undergoes secular motion. Shown
in the middle is an example of a perturbed trapped ion.

re-evaluated.
3. Results
Figure 4 shows a series of plots in which the computed pre- and post-fishbone
distributions are compared for a selection of four fishbones with different size (Asat =
2.5 · 10−3 , 5.0 · 10−3 , 1.0 · 10−2 , 1.25 · 10−2 ). It can be seen that the main feature
is a reduction in fast ion density inside q = 1 and a slight increase outside q = 1.
Likewise, the radial profile of neutron emission (not shown here) displays an analogous
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behaviour. This feature gets accentuated with increasing fishbone amplitude. Due
to the finite peaking of the background plasma density profile (for this discharge,
ne (s = 0.1)/ne (s = 0.5) = 1.18), and as the neutron production is dominated by
beam-target reactions, the broadening of the fast ion profile can be expected to lead
to an overall ”instantaneous” (the fishbone duration is short relative to the slowing
down time of beam ions) reduction of the volume integrated neutron rate. Also, very
close to the plasma edge there is a large relative decrease in fast ion density (bottom
row) which is due to the loss of marginally confined ions. However, as the absolute
fast ion density is much lower near the plasma boundary, this effect turns out to be
relatively unimportant. The fast ion redistribution effect is dominant over the losses,
with the latter contributing not more than 10% to the total neutron rate drop (this
is in contrast to the case of PDX [14], where, due to the smaller device dimensions
and plasma current, losses were most likely the dominant factor). Some examples of
individual orbit behaviour are shown in figure 4b. The left hand side example shows fully
reversible orbit displacements whereas the other two ions undergo secular motion. The
fact that secular displacement does not necessarily coincide with the time of maximum
perturbation amplitude but is rather determined by the fishbone wave frequency (which
is linearly swept) highlights the resonant nature of the wave particle interaction process.
To obtain the drop in neutron emission caused by the fishbone, the post-fishbone
distribution computed by HAGIS has been inserted again into ASCOT and the volume
integrated (D-D) fusion reaction rate re-evaluated, keeping the background profiles fixed.
Since for these runs one cannot have additional continuous heating source, it is not
possible to directly compare these fusion yields with the steady-state yield presented
earlier. Instead, a slowing down calculation has been performed for both the preand the post-fishbone distributions, that is, the slowing of ions is followed for a time
interval of 5 ms during which the D-D fusion yield is collected. This approach results
in a slightly reduced yield compared to the steady-state yield given earlier but still
allows the two cases to be compared. The choice of 5 ms was made as a compromise
between minimising statistics noise while still maintaining nearly the same steady state
distribution. (The statistics noise was evaluated by running 20 individual simulations
each with different random bounce phase, and is here two orders of magnitude lower
than the drop magnitude itself.) This neutron rate evaluation has been done for a set
of runs with varying fishbone amplitude. The outcome of these computations together
with the experimental measurements for an ensemble of 40 fishbones in discharge 69100
(t = 19.6 − 22.3 s) is summarised in figure 5. This figure constitutes the main result
of this article. For the range of fishbone amplitudes in this discharge, the simulations
predict neutron drops of order 0.5 − 1.5%, which increase quadratically with fishbone
amplitude. For the experimental data, the drop magnitude has been inferred as follows:
The maximum and minimum value of neutron emission signal attained during a fishbone
period have been determined and the drop is then defined as the difference between the
two, as shown in the figure 5b (an alternative definition using instead the difference in
neutron emission at the beginning and end of a fishbone has also been explored, with
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Figure 5. Measured (squares) and simulated (solid diamonds) drop in volume
integrated neutron emission caused by fishbones, as a function of the fishbone
amplitude Asat = δBr,max /B0 . Also shown are results from a set of simulations with
the initial fishbone frequency maintained throughout the cycle (empty diamonds).
For the experimental data, the value of Asat has been obtained by matching the
magnetic flux surface displacement inside q = 1 (visualized through Poincaré plots of
magnetic field lines in the 3D perturbed equilibrium) to electron temperature profile
displacements measured with an array of ECE radiometers at the time of maximum
fishbone amplitude. The figure to the right shows how the measured neutron emission
drop has been inferred from the neutron rate signal. For the error bars, see main text.

very similar results). The error bars on the determination of the fishbone amplitude
are dominated by the measurement error of the local temperature gradient prior to
the fishbone onset (standard error for the linear fit of four adjacent ECE channels),
whereas the vertical error bar is due to the finite noise in the neutron signal. The
level of scatter in the experimental data points does not allow for any conclusions to be
drawn on whether the amplitude dependence is linear or quadratic, but it can be seen
that to within a factor 2 the measured drops are consistent with the simulations. This
agreement is very good, especially when considering that it includes three modelling
steps from calculating the initial steady state NBI distribution, then applying the FB
perturbation with a different code and finally calculating the neutron yield estimation.
An important aspect here are also possible changes to the plasma background profiles
as a result of the fishbone, and in particular to the plasma background density, as this
can have a direct influence onto the newly computed neutron rate. As is shown in
figure 1b, which includes a time trace for the central plasma density obtained through
Abel inversion of far-infrared (FIR) interferometry measurements, the fishbones (unlike
sawteeth) do not have a measurable impact on the plasma density (at least for this
particular discharge). From the signal-to-noise ratio of the FIR data, an upper bound
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for the reduction in central density by the fishbone can be estimated which is in the low
sub-percent range. This implies that, by keeping the plasma background density fixed,
the effective neutron drop might be underestimated in the simulations by not more than
a fraction of a percent, which, when comparing with figure 5, would not impact the level
of agreement between experiment and simulation.
As described earlier, in these simulations the fishbone frequency was ramped down
linearly throughout the fishbone cycle. To gain further insight into the importance of
the frequency chirp, separate runs were carried out in which the fishbone frequency is
held constant at its initial value. The outcome of these computations is also included
in figure 5. It can be seen that for a given fishbone size the fusion reactivity drop (and
with it the fast ion redistribution) is significantly smaller (roughly half as much) when
chirping is omitted. This is different to a case study on DIII-D on the TAE modification
of a beam distribution, where frequency chirping was not found to be important [11].
The enhanced redistribution is indicative of bucket transport [36] being active, or it may
be attributable to the fishbone wave being able to resonate with ’fresh’ parts of the fast
ion distribution as it sweeps in frequency. Further analysis on this is anticipated.
4. Conclusions
A methodology has been developed to compare fast ion transport in code and experiment
in the presence of fishbones. This method complements well code validation attempts
with the help of fast ion losses detectors (e.g. 2-D scintillator probe detectors are difficult
to get absolutely calibrated). By coupling the HAGIS and ASCOT codes, quantitative
predictions on the fast ion redistribution due to fishbones could be made. The codes are
found to correctly predict the magnitude of the transient drops in D-D fusion reactivity
to within a factor 2. As a next step, studies are foreseen to assess whether hybrid
scenario fishbones could have a sensible impact onto the fusion performance of a JET
plasma in DT.
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